A renewable power producer who trades on a day-ahead market sells electricity under supply and price uncertainty. Investments in energy storage mitigate the associated financial risks and allow for decoupling the timing of supply and delivery. This paper introduces a model of the optimal bidding strategy for a hybrid system of renewable power generation and energy storage. We formulate the problem as a continuous-state Markov decision process and present a solution based on approximate dynamic programming. We propose an algorithm that combines approximate policy iteration with Least Squares Policy Evaluation (LSPE) which is used to estimate the weights of a polynomial value function approximation. We find that the approximate policies produce significantly better results for the continuous state space than an optimal discrete policy obtained by linear programming. A numerical analysis of the response surface of rewards on model parameters reveals that supply uncertainty, imbalance costs and a negative correlation of market price and supplies are the main drivers for investments in energy storage. Supply and price autocorrelation, on the other hand, have a negative effect on the value of storage.
Introduction
Many European countries today subsidize investments in renewable energies by guaranteeing a fixed rate for each kilowatt hour of electricity fed into the grid. Since this rate decreases over the years, a producer of renewable power is going to begin selling electricity directly at the market as soon as subsidies yield lower profits than direct trading. This combination of renewable power production and trading has created new investment opportunities but also challenges for power generating companies.
One challenge is that prices in electricity markets are uncertain. A wholesale electricity market typically consists of a day-ahead and a real-time market. At the day-ahead market, producers (e.g., generating companies) place supply bids and consumers (e.g., electricity providers) place demand bids which mature at the following day. After the day-ahead market is closed, the system operator announces a uniform clearing price which depends on the cumulated bids of all market participants. Since market participants do not reveal their bidding decisions, bidding eventually takes place under price uncertainty.
Another challenge is that the bidding volume may not match the physical volume generated by the renewable power source. In that case, the difference is cleared at the real-time market, also known as the balancing market. If the total difference of demand and supply is positive, the system operator activates operational reserves, which increases the real-time price. If the total difference is negative, the system operator deactivates operational reserves, which decreases the real-time price. Some markets, such as NordPool in Scandinavia, even create asymmetric realtime prices, so that a negative imbalance always settles above and a positive imbalance always below the day-ahead price. A renewable power producer therefore has to account for the cost that arises when a bid does not match supply. Moreover, in a market with a significant share of solar or wind power, producers are going to use the same weather forecasts, which leads to a correlation of forecast errors and real-time price deviations. Bidding decisions of renewable power producers therefore take place under price and supply uncertainty.
Most literature on optimal bidding strategies in electricity markets deals with supplier interaction and the commitment of thermal units. See Wen and David (2000) for an overview.
Renewable power producers, however, are often too small to exercise market power and influence other player's decisions. Only few authors deal with the optimal bidding strategy of renewable power producers. Bathurst et al. (2002) propose a stochastic model to minimize the expected cost of balancing. The authors assume that real-time prices are known in advance and develop a stochastic supply model from historical data. Matevosyan and Söder (2006) propose a two-stage stochastic program to minimize the cost of balancing of a wind power producer. The authors use price scenarios and model wind power supplies as an autoregressive (ARMA) model. An even greater challenge arises when a renewable power producer has the additional option to store electricity. Storage can then be used as a hedge against the costs of balancing and allows the producer to respond to market prices. In addition to price and supply uncertainty, an optimal bidding strategy has to account for future price and supply realizations as well as future bidding decisions. The ability of energy storage to take advantage of arbitrage opportunities is addressed in Graves et al. (1999) , although not in combination with renewable energies. Optimal bidding strategies for hybrid systems of wind power generation and energy storage are addressed in Bathurst and Strbac (2003) , Korpås and Holen (2006) and Brunetto and Tina (2007) for deterministic supply and price paths. Uncertainty is considered in Fleten and Kristoffersen (2007) and García-González et al. (2008) who model optimal bidding strategies as two-stage stochastic programs. However, there still exists a research gap for models that consider both, supply and price uncertainty, as well as making bidding decisions over time.
Note that renewable power sources, such as wind or solar, do not have the natural means to control their energy output, and for them storage capacity requires additional investments.
The most common storage scheme is pumped-hydro storage, where water is pumped into an elevated reservoir to consume excess electricity and released to generate electricity when it is needed later on. See Schainker (2004) for an overview of different energy storage technologies. We propose to model the optimal bidding problem of a renewable power producer with storage as a continuous-state Markov decision process (MDP). A feature of the MDP is that an optimal bidding strategy derived from solving the problem not only considers price and supply uncertainty, but also takes future states and decisions into account. The difficulty with this formulation is that generic solution algorithms for MDPs, such as value or policy iteration, are subject to the curse of dimensionality. These algorithm are therefore only capable of computing an optimal bidding strategy for a small number of discrete states and decisions with known transition matrix. However, the state and action space of the bidding problem is continuous and a discretization with increasing resolution is computationally intractable.
To circumvent the curse of dimensionality and solve the problem efficiently, we propose a solution based on approximate dynamic programming (ADP). The ADP strategy presented in this paper goes back to a class of methods known as temporal difference (TD) learning (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . These methods learn the value function of an MDP by controlling the decision process according to some policy and iteratively updating the value function estimate. We will focus on a variant known as least squares policy evaluation (LSPE) (Nedic and Bertsekas, 2003) which approximates the value function by a set of linearly independent basis functions, where the function weights are estimated by least squares methods. A key advantage of using LSPE for our problem is that this method can handle a continuous state space. In line with Lagoudakis and Parr (2003) , we combine LSPE with policy iteration to approximate the value function and to find a near-optimal policy, i.e., we iteratively find a near-optimal bidding strategy. For policy evaluation and improvement, our ADP algorithm has access to a simulation model of the stochastic decision process.
As a benchmark, we compute the transition matrix for an equivalent discrete state MDP and use linear programming to determine an optimal solution. We then compare the LP policy against two ADP policies with different value function approximations. Additionally, to study the influence of model parameters on discounted rewards, we analyze the response surface with a regression model. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe our model as well as the stochastic supply and price processes. In Section 3 we present two solution methods for the problem.
Section 4 reports our numerical results, and Section 5 gives a summary and outlook.
Model Formulation

Markov Decision Process
We assume that during each day the renewable power producer places a bid at the day-ahead market before observing the realization of price and supply. If the realized supply is below the volume of a bid, the producer first empties the storage and then purchases the remainder at the real-time market. If the realized supply exceeds the bidding volume, the producer first stores excess supply before using the real-time market to clear the imbalance.
The power producer is assumed to be price-taker and the bidding strategy does not affect the bidding behavior of other market participants -think of a small player such as an individual wind farm operator. Since the marginal value of wind power is zero, we assume that the producer places a fixed-volume bid for any realization of the uncertain price. Price and supply follow an autoregressive stochastic process so that both observations contain information on price and supply of the following day. A bid that does not match supply is automatically balanced by the system operator. We assume that the price of positive reserve is always u times higher and the price of negative reserve always o −1 times lower than the day-ahead price. We aggregate reservoir, pump and generator capacity as storage capacity. Charges and discharges are subject to losses; the total loss is referred to as round-trip efficiency.
Each period the power producer observes the current market price p as well as renewable power supplies y. The producer furthermore observes the amount of energy available in storage g at the end of period previous period. These three variables constitute a state of the process S = {y, p, g} ∈ S, with S as the state space. The transition function P (S |x, S) denotes the probability that the next state will be S given that the previous state was S and decision x was made. Based on this information, the producer makes a bidding decision x ∈ X . Then, a random transition to the next state occurs, in which the bid matures, and the producer obtains a reward r(S, x, S ) that depends on the bid as well as the transition from S to S .
The objective of the power producer is to select a policy π(S) that assigns each state in S a decision in X such that the expected discounted cash flow of rewards is maximized. Let us state the objective function as the following infinite horizon, discounted Markov decision process,
with V being the value function and γ being the discount factor.
Denote C as storage capacity and c + (c − ) as the amount of energy charged (discharged) during a period and η + (η − ) as the efficiency of the charging (discharging) process with 0 < η ± ≤ 1, i.e.,
The storage state transition from g to g is deterministic for given realizations of price and supply. In case of a positive imbalance, the final storage level in the next period is C, and in case of a negative imbalance the final storage level is zero. The storage balance equation is given by
Rewards r(S, x, S ) are uncertain and depend on the capability to match the bid x with available capacity in the next period. If a bid exceeds renewable power supplies, the storage is discharged until x − c − − y = 0. Then the producer has to pay u · p with u > 1 to the system operator for each unit of negative imbalance. If a bid is lower than renewable power supplies, the storage is charged until y − x − c − = 0. Then the producer receives o · p with 0 ≤ o < 1 from the system operator for each unit of positive imbalance. The reward function is given by
Note that the limitation of first using storage to clear an imbalance and then the real-time market may not be an optimal ex-post decision for all realizations of price and supply.
Stochastic Processes
In line with the literature, we assume that the stochastic processes of price and supply follow a first-order autoregressive process, i.e., an AR(1) process with normally distributed error terms.
Moreover, as soon as multiple renewable power producers trade in the same market, their supplies will be positively correlated and the market price will move inversely proportional to the overall renewable supply -an effect that has already been observed with wind power supplies and spot market prices in Germany (Neubarth et al., 2006) . We therefore additionally assume that the price is dependent on supply to account for the homogeneous trading patterns of renewable power producers.
We define mean, variance, autocorrelation and correlation of price and supply exogenously.
Denote Y as the autoregressive process of supply with mean µ Y , variance σ 2 Y and autocorrelation θ Y ∈ [0, 1). Since the realized supply y of the previous period partially explains the supply realization y of the current period, it has a direct effect on mean and variance of the overall stochastic process. The autoregressive supply process with given mean and variance is modeled
Equations (7) and (8) adapt the moments of the error term ε Y t , such that the supply process has mean µ Y and variance σ 2 Y .
Denote P as the stochastic process of the price with mean µ P , variance σ 2 P , autocorrelation θ P ∈ [0, 1) and parameter θ P Y to control the dependence of P on Y . In this case, the current price p is partially explained by the realized price p of the previous period as well as the random change in supplies of the current period. The stochastic model is then given by
As before, equations (10) and (11) adapt the moments of the error term ε P such that the price process has the intended mean and variance. Moreover, the parameter θ P Y controls the dependency of prices on supplies. Let us define the correlation of price and supply which is used as an exogenous parameter later on,
By rearranging terms, we can compute θ P Y as a function of autocorrelation and correlation of Y and P , which allows to model both processes with a given correlation. Note that Equation (11) is undefined for some θ P , θ Y and θ P Y , such that the correlation coefficient ρ is bounded from above and below.
Solution Methods
We approximate the optimal policy of the proposed Markov decision process by using an algorithm which iteratively combines policy evaluation and policy improvement. The algorithm thereby approximates the value function of a given policy and then uses the learned relationship of state and reward to improve the policy.
To assess the solution quality of this approach, it is desirable to know the optimal policy.
If we relax the assumption of a continuous state space and use a discrete state space instead, we can compute the transition matrix and have linear programming compute an optimal policy.
We use this discrete policy as a benchmark for the ADP policy.
Computing the Transition Matrix
For a discrete solution of the value function (1), we need a discrete representation of the state transition function, which we refer to as transition matrix. Such a discrete state transition is characterized by discrete realizations of the random variables P and Y as well as a discrete storage state transition. As a result, we need a formulation of the conditional probabilities of price and supply defined over a discrete set of state values. To determine the conditional probability of supply P Y (y |y), we restate (6), such that
as the probability distribution of the random shock ε Y , the cumulated probability of y conditional on y then becomes
If we define the stochastic supply process over the discrete set
we round all real values to the next integer and cumulate the probability mass of the tails at the upper and lower bounds. Then, the truncated discrete conditional probability of supply is
Accordingly, we derive the conditional probability of the price P P (p |p, y , y) by mapping the distribution Φ P ∼ N (µ ε P , σ ε P ) to the discrete set P d = {P L , ..., P U }. We restate (9) as before and the truncated discrete conditional probability of the price becomes
To complete the discrete transition function, we restate the storage balance equation of (4).
As it is difficult to model a discrete storage state transition with η < 1.0 we assume perfect round-trip efficiency so that the storage balance simplifies to g = max min y + g − x, C , 0 .
By this, we avoid additional rounding errors when using the discrete policy as benchmark to control the continuous-state process.
With this discretization of the stochastic process, we can formulate the probability transition matrix P(S |S, x) which assigns a probability to each transition from a state S to a subsequent state S after decision x has been made. The matrix is defined as
The transition probabilities are computed by multiplying the conditional probabilities of price and supply subject to a constraint on the storage balance. If (17) does not hold, the storage transition is infeasible and its probability set to zero.
Linear Programming Formulation
Denote V (S) as the decision variable of the linear program. With P(S |S, x) as the probability of a state transition from state S to state S after decision x is made and r(S, x, S ) as the corresponding reward, we can state the discrete state, infinite horizon Markov decision process
The optimal policy is found by selecting π(S) = x where (20) is binding. In case no constraint is binding, an arbitrary decision is chosen (Puterman, 2005, p.223) .
The tractability of this method is limited by the |S|-dimensional decision vector with |S|×|X | inequality constraints and the necessity of a transition matrix. For the benchmark, we therefore compute the optimal policy only for a small discrete state space.
Least Squares Policy Evaluation
A widely used algorithm in approximate dynamic programming is temporal difference (TD)
learning (Sutton and Barto, 1998) 
Suppose that we use a simulation model to sample N state transitions, where each transition gives us a realization of the expectation. The TD learning algorithm updates the value estimate of a given state S and decision x by observing the reward and the discounted value of the subsequent state associated with the simulated state transition. The value estimate after n iterations is given bȳ
where the parameter α n ∈ (0, 1] is used to smooth the updates of the estimates.
The updating step in (22) only works if we assume that the state space is discrete. Since we are dealing with a continuous state and action space, however, let us resort to another popular approximation architecture. Assume thatV (S, x; w) is a linear combination of basis functions φ i (S, x) with weights w i and k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} which approximates the true value function. Denote w and Φ(S, x) as the corresponding vectors of length K with w and Φ as their transposes. Then, the approximate value function is defined as
A basis function φ k (S, x) may be any non-linear function of S and x. If all basis functions in Φ(S, x) are linearly independent, we can use ordinary least squares to estimate the weight vector w, such that
This gives us an approximation of the function of expected immediate rewards, which would be sufficient for γ = 0.0. However, a basic idea of TD learning is that future rewards are included in the value function. Let w m−1 be an estimate of w at iteration m, before a least squares update is made. Then, we can useV (S, x; w m−1 ) to obtain a value estimate of the action taken at the successive state, such that
By repeating the least squares update over M iterations while collecting new samples, we can approximate the value function associated with the given policy. This algorithm is known as least squares policy evaluation (Nedic and Bertsekas, 2003) . In the next section, we are going to present an approximate policy iteration algorithm which uses this method for policy improvement.
Approximate Policy Iteration
The idea of combining least squares updates with policy iteration has been first proposed in Lagoudakis and Parr (2003) . The authors use the approximate value function of a given policy to compute an improved policy which is then used to construct a new approximate value function.
The least squares approximate policy iteration (LSAPI) algorithm used in this work is shown in Figure 1 .
(1) Input arguments: approximate value functionV ( · ; w 0 ); initial state S
(2) Define function z(m, k) = (m − 1)N + k mod D + 1
(3) Do for m = 1, 2, . . . , M
(3.1) Do for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 
Numerical Results
Our research goals are to study the performance of the approximation algorithm for different parameter configurations and to analyze the influence of changes in model parameters on discounted rewards.
Experimental Design
As experimental design, we adopted a so-called space filling design which samples not only at the edges of the hypercube which spans the experimental area but also at its interior. We generated As the basic setup for our studies we used default values and parameter intervals as shown in Table 3 .1. Mean supply and mean price are fixed to µ Y = µ P = 5, because their magnitude only influences the volume but not the structure of the bids as long as the ratios of mean, variance and capacity are held constant. The storage efficiency is defined by its round-trip efficiency,
To ensure tractability of the linear program, the stochastic processes of Y and P were bounded to the discrete set {0, 1, ..., 10}. Accordingly, the continuous counterparts were truncated at zero and 2µ to ensure comparability.
The parameters of LSAPI were pre-optimized so that the algorithm converges. The algorithm was set to collect batches of T = 500 samples and performs M = 200 value function updates.
All samples were stored in a circular list of size N = 25 000. As exploration policy the algorithm used a simple epsilon-greedy policy, where a random bid is chosen with probability = 0.01 and policy π is executed with probability 1 − .
We implemented the proposed algorithms in Java with Matrix computations being done by the Jama package. The linear programming approach was implemented and solved with FICO 
Solution Quality
To test the quality of the approximation method, we benchmarked the policies of two value function approximations against policies computed with linear programming (LP). To use the optimal discrete policy during simulation, we projected the continuous states into the discrete state space by rounding to the next integer. Also, the round-trip efficiency was set to η = 1.0 to ensure comparability. For η < 1.0, we can expect the discrete policy to perform even worse, due to the additional rounding error.
The Weierstrass approximation theorem states that every continuous function defined on a closed interval can be approximated by a polynomial function to any degree of accuracy.
Denote z = {x, y, p, g} andV 2 (S, x) andV 3 (S, x) as second-order and third-order polynomial value function approximations, such that
Let LSAPI-2 and LSAPI-3 be the corresponding ADP algorithms. For a large enough sample size, we expect LSAPI-3 to compute a more accurate approximation than LSAPI-2 becausē
We ran the Faure sequence to generate 90 model configurations uniformly distributed over the parameter space. LSAPI-2, LSAPI-3 and LP then approximated an optimal policy for each configuration. The average reward from following each policy is recorded during simulation.
The results are summarized in Table 2 .
The table shows that LSAPI was able to approximate the optimal bidding strategy and delivers sufficient policies with both value function approximations. The LSAPI-2 policy achieved a 3.5% (p < .01) higher reward than the LP policy, and the LSAPI-3 policy achieved a 4.0%
(p < .01) higher reward than the LP policy. The difference between LSAPI-2 and LSAPI-3, however, is not significant.
Policy Analysis
For illustrative purposes, we plot the different policies produced by LSAPI-2, LSAPI-3 and the LP for the default parameter configuration. Since the state-action space is four-dimensional, we fixed the storage state and drew contour plots of the surface which maps inputs of price and supply to bidding decisions, as suggested by the respective policies. Figures 2 and 3 show the contour plots of the three value functions for storage state g = 0 and g = 4, respectively.
The contour plot of the LP policy is non-smooth and areas with equal elevation, i.e., bidding decision, are shaded in the same color. For the two LSAPI policies, contour lines are drawn along integer elevations. Although the contour plots do not look alike, they share important similarities. Across all three policies, the elevation around the means of price and supply is nearly identical. The differences among the policies become larger towards the edges of the graph where state transition probabilities are lower and the associated errors have less impact on policy performance. The slopes of the contour lines exhibit a comparable inclination, so that bids respond to an increase in price and supply.
Note that the contour lines of the LP and LSAPI-3 policies share a comparable curvature.
The LSAPI-2 policy, on the other hand, does not capture this detail because the derivative of its value function is linear in price, supply and storage. This leads to an increasing difference between LSAPI-2 and LSAPI-3/LP towards the edges of the graph where the state transition probabilities become lower. LSAPI-2 puts more weight on states which are frequently visited and balances the errors which emerge from decisions in extreme states.
We conclude that using simple polynomials to approximate the value function of the continuous state MDP yields excellent results. The corresponding policies performed even better than the optimal policy of the discrete counterpart.
Metamodel Analysis
To study the sensitivity of the objective value towards changes in model parameters, we analyze the model using regression analysis. We ran the model with 2000 different parameter configurations generated by the space filling design. To approximate the corresponding optimal rewards, we used LSAPI-2 as it produces high-quality policies at low computational cost.
Denote Z as the set of model parameters and Z i as the value of the i-th parameter, and let us analyze the relationship of model parameters and discounted reward with the following two regression equations:Q 1 = β 0 + β 1 Z 1 + β 3 Z 3 + β 5 Z 5 + β 6 Z 6 + β 9 Z 9 + β 10 Z 10 (28)
The first equation captures the main effects of model parameters which have a direct influence on the response variable, i.e., the impact of a parameter change on the discounted reward obtained by following the LSAPI-2 policy. The second equation additionally includes interactions of model parameters with storage capacity Z 6 as well as two interaction terms to account for the indirect effect of autocorrelation. For both models, a summary of the regressions analysis is given in Table 3 . We find that supply and price deviation both have a negative effect on rewards (β 1 < 0, β 3 < 0), because higher variability increases the costs of imbalances. The difference in magnitude between both effects is substantial. This asymmetry originates in the nature of the stochastic processes with the unilateral dependency of price on supply. Changes in the standard deviation of the supply process therefore affect the price process but not vice versa, so that the overall impact of price variability is lower than the impact of supply variability. However, the correlation of price and supply increases rewards (β 5 > 0), which may be an argument in favor of investments in solar power which has the maximum yield when consumption is up, i.e., during daytime and summertime in warmer climates. As a matter of course, a higher storage capacity and price factor for positive imbalance have a positive effect on rewards (β 6 > 0, β 10 > 0) while a higher price factor for negative imbalance has a negative effect (β 9 < 0). Theoretically, supply and price autocorrelation do not have a direct effect on discounted rewards, because they explain the variability of the stochastic process only to some extent.
Therefore, we study the interaction of supply autocorrelation with supply standard deviation.
In contrast to the supply process, prices moreover depend on their correlation with supplies, so that we need to study the three-way interaction of price variability, autocorrelation and supply- From a technical point of view, the discount factor enables the approximation method to develop a bidding strategy which anticipates future states and decisions. Without a discount factor (γ = 0.0), there is no need for policy iteration and a one-shot least squares estimation as in (24) would be sufficient. This would produce a myopic policy which maximizes the second-stage reward. Figure 4 shows the average reward, i.e., equivalent annuity value, for the default model Figure 4 : Rewards from optimal and myopic policies for systems with and without storage configuration from using a multistage policy (γ = 0.9) versus using a myopic policy (γ = 0.0).
For the system with storage (C = 4), the multistage policy yields a higher average reward than the myopic policy. A power producer with a hybrid system would therefore benefit from using a policy which anticipates future states and decisions. This also explains why the value of capacity increases in the discount factor (β 86 > 0). For the system without storage (C = 0), however, multistage and myopic policy yield identical rewards, because there is no storage balance which links successive periods. In that case, a two-stage approach similar to the one proposed in Matevosyan and Söder (2006) is optimal.
Figure 4 also shows that for the given model configuration rewards of the system without storage are significantly lower than rewards of the hybrid system. We conclude that the financial benefit of storage is twofold: first, there is the risk associated with imbalance costs. A lower price for positive imbalance as well as a higher price for negative imbalance both increases the value of storage (β 96 > 0, β 10,6 < 0). Second, storage has the ability to take advantage of price arbitrage and alleviates the necessity to sell power when the price is low. Accordingly, the value of storage increases in negative correlation of price and supply (β 56 < 0).
Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we presented a model of the optimal bidding strategy for renewable power generation with storage option at a day-ahead market. We formulated the model as a continuous-state Markov decision process and presented a solution approach based on approximate dynamic programming. We used least squares policy evaluation within the approximate policy iteration framework to approximate the value function of the optimal policy. For policy evaluation and improvement, the algorithm had access to a simulation model of the process. As a benchmark, we computed the transition matrix of the stochastic decision process for a small discrete approximation of the state space and used linear programming to determine an optimal policy. We found that approximate value functions based on simple polynomials yield better policies for the continuous state space than the optimal policy of a discretization. This effect will become even more profound when rounding errors occur due to storage efficiency losses.
A numerical analysis of the response surface of rewards on model parameters revealed that supply uncertainty, imbalance costs and a negative correlation of market price and supplies are the main drivers for investments in storage. An interesting result is that the value of storage decreases in autocorrelation, as more capacity is needed to buffer a stochastic process with a wider amplitude.
